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James Clark is a member of the Data Protection, Privacy and Security team and undertakes a wide range of
information law work including data protection, e-commerce, cyber security, direct marketing and freedom of
information.
He is the co-editor of the popular DLA Piper Data Protection Laws of the World Handbook and a regular speaker at external
conferences and events. James has an international client base, and particular interest and expertise in the Insurance and Life
Sciences sectors.

EXPERIENCE
Managing comprehensive, multi-jurisdictional GDPR compliance reviews for a number of clients including a global insurer and
a major financial institution.
Advising clients on their post-GDPR global privacy compliance strategies, with respect to emerging laws including the CCPA,
LGPD and POPI.
Providing advice on cyber security and data breach management, including advising on cross-border notification mandates
and managing privileged engagement with third party security consultants.
Conducting privacy impact assessments in connection with emerging technology applications and major data-oriented
projects, including those harnessing artificial intelligence.
Advising on and preparing core data protection policies, notices and contractual terms.
Advising various clients, including a transport services provider and a digital investment platform, on digital customer
journeys and compliance with data protection and e-privacy and e-commerce rules.
Advising clients on direct marketing strategies, including the preparation of marketing playbooks.
Advising on privacy challenges facing life sciences and healthcare companies, including transparency, anonymization, HCP
marketing and secondary use of data for research.
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